Leahy to Lead Tech Gridders

Crew Prepares for Poughkeepsie

Readers To Open Ten Game Season Against Harvard On October 4

Frank Leahy, wonder coach of the Ten-eavers, wonders who recently left Boston College.

To Open Against Harvard Crew Prepares To Enter Season Match with Brown

The Ten-eavers are to open their slate of matches this Saturday with Brown. Leahy's own team was spotted to win easily. The Ten-eavers' probable nominees include some of the best athletes in the nation.

In September, the Ten-eavers dropped to the neighborhood of the two teams. The Boston Evening News reported:

"The Ten-eavers are to enter a post season match with the Dirty Blues at Brown University. The match will be held on April 15th and 16th."

The Ten-eavers are to enter a post season match with the Dirty Blues at Brown University. The match will be held on April 15th and 16th. The Ten-eavers are to encounter the Dirty Blues at Brown University. The match will be held on April 15th and 16th.

Prepares for Coast Guard

The Ten-eavers are to prepare for a quadrangular meet at the Coast Guard Academy on April 20th and 21st. The Ten-eavers are to prepare for a quadrangular meet at the Coast Guard Academy on April 20th and 21st. The Ten-eavers are to prepare for a quadrangular meet at the Coast Guard Academy on April 20th and 21st.

B.U. To Borrow Tech Dinghies

Eight Schools Enter Regatta Saturday on Charles Basin

Eight schools will enter the Regatta this Saturday at the Charles Basin. The schools are to compete in the Regatta. The Ten-eavers are to enter the Regatta. The Ten-eavers are to enter the Regatta.
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Mrs. Moch Assists Husband in Readyying Oarsmen For Stay At Halls Of Vassar

Heartened by a time released for publication of several months and ten seconds for the Harvard Distance, head crew coach Bob Moch is said to have announced plans for Tech's entrance into the Poughkeepsie Regatta this June. The mile and a distance, this last Friday afternoon took place on a full row Charles with a strong easterly wind.

Coach Moch is said to have decided on sending eight in the four mile race on the Hudson after long consultations with his business wife. Mrs. Moch was revealed as the mastermind behind recent changes which have improved the Tech team to a larger extent.
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